
J.R. WIllTLOCK,
13 CillABERLAND CLOSE,
BARKINGSIDE,
ILFORD,
ESSEX,
IG6 2 PA

17 March 1998

Dear Peter,

Very many thanks for your letter of28 February 1998.Since I last wrote I have been
desperately attempting to put into print my reasons for not subscribing to the Richard
Whitlock theory and I hope in this letter to further convince you.

The three numbered items in yours I hope to be able to answer thus;

5) There is,at the Society of Genealogists,printed lists of wills in the
'Principal registry of the Bishop of exeter' and Devonshire wills
in the Consistory court of Exeter'. The only wills mentioned in these
lists are John Whitlock,Exeter 1629 and Christopher Heaman of
Langtree 1719 (this is of course Christopher junior).! have recently
spoken to the Devon record office at Exeter and they have advised
me that there are printed lists held there covering what was lost in
1942.I will ask my researcher in Exeter to look at these for me.
I not only want to confirm the Whitlock lists but also any othc~rHeamans
especially Rose. Well,you never know.I will report back on this.

10) Devon is in fact one of only eight counties in England with n(~ar
complete coverage of the Protestation roll.The whole county is
extant apart from the hundreds ofAxminster,east Budleigh and
Ottery St Mary.! have seen nothing in the printed lists at the Society
of Genealogists to say that there are any pages missing.
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12) As I said in my last letter I tmly believe that the documents of 1687
and 1688 are linked only by the deaths of Rose and Christopher
Heaman. There is nothing there that would seem to tie Richard Whit
-lock in with them. These were legal documents of title and would
need to mention anybody who had any connection with the land or
property mentioned in them.If it was tme that Richard was either
farming or living on this land then the fact that he had died would not
affect the rights of his family.If they were living there as some kind of
tenants, after Richards death they would not be throV\'lloff.The same
would apply if he had been fatming it.The documents would need to
safeguard his farming implements and any crops in the ground etc.
Surely the documents would say 'Land late in the tenure of Richard
Whitlock as a tenant of Christopher Heaman' or some such statement.
I do not believe that legal documents would leave such things to guess
-work, do you ?
An example of what I mean can be shown in the deed of 1653 when
the Rolle family sold offpart of 'Hollomoor' to John Hockin,Yeoman
of Frithelstock. This document quite clearly states;
Sale by John Rolle of Stevenstone to John Hockin, Yeoman ofFrithel
-stock of;

the 9th part of one messuage and tenement,orchard,garden
and courtilage (then in the tenacy of John Heaman sur of
Frithelstock) being in the village ofHollomoor,Frithelstock.
Sale price 25 pounds.
On lease granted by Dennys Rolle (then deceased) to John
Heaman for 99 years or the lives of himself,Mary his wife
and Christopher and John,their sons.
Rent issusing 1s 6d.

I also have some sale documents for property in Appledore but the
current tenants are clearly shown.

So my point is,without labouring it,is that Richard and or his family would
be mentioned.

I anI pleased that you can see my point regarding Rose WhitlocklRose
Heaman's burial.I have seen many registers for parishes in North Devon and I must say
that Rose is not a particularly common Christian name and I believe that for n\'o women
called Rose to marry into the Whitlock family in a small area and in the space of a very
few years would attract,I'm sure,very long odds.
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I do indeed take your point about the childrens names of Thomas and Mary.It could
be said that Rose (1675) may well have been named after Mary's step-mother but would
she really have named her eldest daughter after a step-mother and not after her natural
mother, whom she would have known very weILl don't think so.Human nature, after
all,has not changed all that much. This is why I believe that the two eldest were named
after Thomas and his Mother.IfThomas was an only child and knew few or none of his
patemal family then he would be bound to let his wife name the rest ofthe children after
her family.It does seem to work considering that the third and f01111hchildren were
named after her parents.John could well be named after her,Mary's;Grandfather,as you
say,but lets not forget her brother,who,I believe,died fairly young.

As for Richard - since my last letter I have now,for various reasons,come to
believe that Katheryn Crocker,Mary's mother was the daughter of Richard Crocker.! am
going to have some work done on this and I will report back when I have something.

From what I have seen so far the Crocker family seemed fairly well off.The
Heaman family certainly appears to have impacted fairly strongly on the family of
Thomas and Mary and I believe that Jim did'nt really pay them the attention that they
deserved. For instance he is quoted somewhere as saying that there was no baptism for
Mary when, indeed, there was.Also he said that the marriage record of Christopher and
Rose did not state if she was a widow when, indeed, it is very clear on this matter.

The Heaman's owned or leased several pieces of land in the parish of
Frithelstock. They were fairly well thought of in the parish.If Christopher had made an
advantageous marriage with Katheryn Crocker then this would not have reduced his
standing but it certainly would have increased his finances.IfRose had owned land,either
through her husband, Thomas Whitlock or in her own right then marriage to her would
have had the same effect.

In answer to your question,I think it unlikely that we shall now find out what
Rose's maiden name was but I have not given up hope.I have spoken to the Devon record
office with regards to the Rolle family papers held there. They have advised me that they
are fully indexed with personal and place names and subjects etc and I intend to get my
researcher to look at these cards paying attention to Heaman,Crocker etc etc.A clue may
be found there.! shall report back on this.

RICHARD WHITLOCK

If indeed Richard lived at Langtree then why are there no Whitlock's in the
registers between 1659 and 1673? Why are there no Whitlock's,with the exception of
the family of Thomas and Mary,between 1673 and 1686 ? Why are there only three
Whitlock women buried between 1687 and 1720? Only two if my theory about Rose
is correct. Surely if there had been a family living there then they would show up in the
registers,if only burials. Taxes and Protestation rolls would have brought more to light.
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So what of other parishes ? Between us we have,1 am sure,covered most of these
and so are we sure that we are not chasing a 'ghost' family.

The same could be said of my theory,of course,but I believe that it is a much
more plausible theory.I have enclosed two pieces about the two Thomas Whitlock's and I
hope that they will further explain my theory to you.

I thank Jim Whitelock for the amount of research that he did sending us down
new and unchal1ed routes in our searches but I think that he was sadly sidetracked by
the lure of land ownership in the Whitlock family.

He speaks of the 1524 - 27 subsidy lists and the amount of taxes being paid
by the north Devon Whitlock's. This,he says,indicates that the 'lands' owned by the family
was increasing. This confused me as all but one was paying taxes on goods,not on land.
The odd one out being Richard Whitlock ofLangtree paying taxes on wages.

The 1679 church rate for instance which includes Thomas Whitlock and which

he goes on to say is made up of Landowners whic~~e pre- requisite for paying this rate.
I don't think that this was actually correct. If you look at the list which is three pages long
and includes something like 82 names,1 doubt that there was that much land in the parish.
In fact I believe that residency was the criteria. There was a similar rate in Frithelstock in
1684 and Christopher Heaman senior paid Is 8d on a tent on Hollomoor - not on the
land itself but on a tent. This really was a glorified restoration fund only all parishioners
were bound to pay.

I think it is necessary to differentiate between ownership and rental and,indeed,
whether it is land or just a cottage on that land. Even paying hearth tax does not
necessarily imply ownership of the house. The occupier paid the tax unless he was very
poor,then the landlord paid.

JIM WHITELOCK'S PAPERS R544 PAGE 8

THE WHITLOCK FAMILY OF FRITHELSTOCK

I read this page with mounting puzzlement,I.m afraid. When you first visited me you
may remember you left me copies of parish register details ofFrithelstock and
Alwington.I took these to be correct until I started to read Jim's notes.In them he says
that Christian Whitlock had a twin sister,Elizabeth,who later married George Powe in
1633.Looking at your notes there is no mention ofthis Elizabeth.He says that there was
a burial of a Phylis,wife of John in 1613 and an Elizabeth,widow buried in 1633.Again
none of these appeared in your lists. The Elizabeth who married George Powe in 1633
was shown as a widow.
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Now I hate loose ends and so I had my researcher look at these paying particular
attention to;

1) Elizabeth baptised 1612
2) Phylis buried 1613
3) Elizabeth buried 1633
4) Elizabeth married George Powe 1633 - was she a widow?

There was no sign of 1,2 and 3.Elizabeth was a widow when she married George
Powe.I have assumed,and I have no evidence to make me change my mind, that Elizabeth
was the widow of John who was buried in 1632.Did Jim supply you with dates for 2 and
3,because if you are not happy I can have my researcher look again but I think that she
and you are correct.

The John who was baptised in 1622 is the one buried in 1629.At first I thought
it must be John of Exeter but the burial is too early. There was no sign of the burial of
Peter (1611) in Frithelstock.

I have enclosed upgraded lists for both Alwington and Frithelstock

THE WHITLOCK FA1vllLY OF ALWING TON

Now I think that Thomas and Peter were brothers.! also think that Thomas had been

married twice. The first three children,John,Anthony and Agnys were the children of
Thomas and his first wife, who I believe was Johan,buried 3 June l559.A year later he
married Elyn (or Elynor) Lake on 5 June 1560.They had sons John and Richard.Elyn
was buried on 14 September 1594.You had her as Elynoc but this actually reads Elynor.

Peter,as you know married Johan Southcott on 15 October 1559.In the 1524 - 27
subsidy there is a Joan Southcott,executrix of Richard Southcott.Now this is unlikely to
be Johan's parents but are most likely her grandparents.

I am certain that Peter and Thomas's father was called John Whitlock - look at the

lengths that they went to to name a son John.Peter even had two that grew to maturity.
Thomas's first son John is the one buried in 1555 I think and the second one may be the
one buried in 1582.So what happened to Thomas's son Richard I wonder?.I believe that
he was named after Elyn's grandfather Richard Lake,paying the subsidy in 1524..

Anyway I wait to see what you think.

regards to the family

I~·



POSTSCRIPT

I had already printed the main letter when I realised that I had'nt mentioned a couple of
things.

1) I looked at the copy registers for Shillingford st George at the S.O.G. and at the back
was a list of rectors which included;

Thomas Whitlock

Any ideas?

31 January 1564

2) The other thing that I forgot to include is about Jim's reserach papers.! certainly think
that it is a good idea to get these copied and I would be pleased to help if possible,but I
think that it may not be such a good idea for me to approach them.! only ever spoke to
Jim once on the telephone and then for a very brief moment and so for a total stranger to
turn up asking to borrow her fathers papers may 110tbring the answer that we hope for.

Anyway,hopefully we will be able to get together when you come over in
September.


